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INTERACTION OF DEFECTS

Coarsening and crossing
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INTERACTION OF DEFECTS

Colloids: entangled defects



BIAXIAL NEMATICS

symmetry of  a right circular cylinder
uniaxial biaxial

symmetry of  a rectangular cuboid

ground state manifold ground state manifold

distinct orientations 
of  a cylinder

distinct orientations 
of  a brick
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NO ESCAPE FOR BIAXIALS

uniaxial biaxial

2! disclinations are removable in uniaxial nematics

    “escape in the third dimension”

but not in biaxials (Mermin-Ho)
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BASED AND FREE: 1/2 DISCLINATIONS

        are homotopic in uniaxial nematics

but not in biaxials



ACTION OF π1 ON ITSELF

base point traverses 
a loop in the GSM

initial defect in class final defect in class

where is the defect     ?



INTERACTION BETWEEN DEFECTS

initial measurement

new measurement

drag one defect 
around another
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INTERACTION BETWEEN DEFECTS

“drag one defect 
around another”

free homotopy



INTERACTION BETWEEN DEFECTS

but Randy said: 
“our defects don’t end”

linked loops



LINKED LOOPS

orange circle measures

blue circle measures
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orange circle measures
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two defects collectively 
define a third



LINKED LOOPS

cut open

lay flat

orange circle measures

blue circle measures



DEFECT CROSSING

when defects cross, 
sometimes there’s a tether

no experiments yet ...



LINKED LOOPS

orange circle measures

blue circle measures

Whitehead 
product

two defects collectively 
define a third

Given two defects            in the form of  linked loops
they collectively define a third



WHITEHEAD PRODUCTS

two defects collectively 
define a third

think of  a “p-defect” linking a “q-defect” in 

surround the “p-defect” with a  

cut this open along a                   to give a   

the map on the boundary 
is the Whitehead product



WHITEHEAD PRODUCTS

two defects collectively 
define a third

think of  a “p-defect” linking a “q-defect” in 

surround the “p-defect” with a  

cut this open along a                   to give a   

the map on the boundary 
is the Whitehead product

simplest case 

next simplest



REMEMBER HOW WE GOT HERE
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MOVING A HEDGEHOG AROUND A DISCLINATION

hedgehog

disclination loop
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TEXTURES

so far we have thought about: 

loops

spheres
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so far we have thought about: 

loops

spheres

textures

...

famous result:

generated by the 
Hopf  fibration



NO TEXTURES FOR NEMATICS

Derrick’s theorem

suppose                           satisfies Euler-Lagrange for the energy

consider a scaled version: 

minimise over 

textures are 
unstable



NO TEXTURES FOR NEMATICS

Derrick’s theorem

textures are 
unstable



A GET OUT CLAUSE

there’s no length in this problem because 
there’s no length in this problem

Cholesteric

Photo by Michi Nakata courtesy of  Ingo Dierking

Nematic

director

pitch
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double twist

doubly periodic texture



A GET OUT CLAUSE

double twist

doubly periodic texture

what about this?



A GET OUT CLAUSE

double twist

doubly periodic texture doubly periodic texture
with defects



BLUE PHASES

Grow as facetted monocrystals
Bragg scatter in the visible range

indexed by cubic space groups



BLUE PHASES

triply periodic stacking of  double twist cylinders

network of  disclination lines



WHAT ARE THEY GOOD FOR?
“They are totally useless, I think, except for one important intellectual use, that of 
providing tangible examples of topological oddities, and so helping to bring topology 
into the public domain of science, from being the private preserve of a few abstract 
mathematicians and particle theorists.”

Sir Charles Frank, 1983
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Adv. Mater. 17, 96 (2005).

“These achievements can contribute to 
providing fast-response flat-panel liquid-
crystal displays that need not undergo 
a rubbing process during manufacture.”
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INDUCING TOPOLOGY WITH CHOLESTERICS

torons

non-trivial localised textures in thin cell 
cholesterics induced by laser beams



colloids in cholesterics

energetically favourable not to entangle
only two “rewiring sites”

energetically favourable to entangle
number of  “rewiring sites” grows with 
the ratio of  the colloid size to the pitch
many more configurations possible

INDUCING TOPOLOGY WITH CHOLESTERICS



colloids in cholesterics

every knot up to 
crossing number 

seven!

INDUCING TOPOLOGY WITH CHOLESTERICS
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